POLSKI MINI MARKET
Premises Licence Review
Trading Standards (TS) are a ‘Responsible Authority’
TS have duty to enforce provisions of Trade Marks Act (for counterfeit products), Consumer
Protection Act (Tobacco Health Warnings) and assist HMRC (power to seize non-duty paid items)
Background
This review follows a recent operation, following intelligence received, where a large quantity of
illicit tobacco (Evidence AW1) was recovered from secret compartments within the premises of
Polksi Mini Market
Premises History of Trading Standards Visits
July 2013 (Evidence AW2)
19 packs (380 cigarettes) of Illicit and non-duty paid cigarettes (non English health warnings) seized
by Trading Standards. Mr AWLA agrees to sign them over for destruction (Evidence AW1)
November 2013 (Evidence AW3 & AW4)
12 packs (240 cigarettes) of non-duty paid cigarettes and 21 Blunt Wraps (Flavoured tobacco wraps)
with non English health warnings seized by Trading Standards. Mr AWLA signs them over for
destruction (Evidence AW2) and signs an Assurance of Future Conduct agreeing not to supply
tobacco products without English health warnings (Evidence AW3)

September 2014 (Evidence AW5)
15 x 50g pouches of counterfeit hand rolling tobacco
101 packs (2020 cigarettes) of illicit white cigarettes
717 packs (14340 cigarettes) of non-duty paid cigarettes
22 x 50g pouches of non-duty paid hand rolling tobacco
All seized by Trading Standards and subject to an ongoing criminal investigation

Licence Review
TS submission is that the regular supply of illicit tobacco from the premises undermines the
following Licensing Objective(s):
Prevention of Crime and Disorder
It is a criminal offence to possess/supply counterfeit/non-duty tobacco. The offence carries a
maximum sentence of 10 years imprisonment and unlimited fine. In addition the offences are
Schedule 1 lifestyle offences under Proceeds of Crime Act.

Intelligence indicates that Polski is a known outlet of illicit tobacco and has been for a number of
months/years. Previous TS visits have supported this and discovered the possession of small
quantities of illicit tobacco. Despite this, the premises still continued to supply illicit tobacco.
The latest raid uncovered two hidden compartments containing illicit tobacco that have been in use
for a number of months/years. The compartments have been dug into the floor of the premises and
an elaborate lifting mechanism used to access the contents. Attempts were made to disguise the
smell of tobacco from search dogs by using strong smelling substances, such as chilli flakes, coffee
grains and bleach. It is clear that the owners knew that their activities were illegal – indeed Mr AWLA
admitted this in interview. (Evidence AW6)
Public Safety
The illicit white cigarettes are not controlled in their manufacture and as a result the cigarettes do
not meet safety standards. The standard requires that all cigarettes are self extinguishing when not
being smoked. Well known illicit whites such as Jin Lings do not meet this standard and have been
attributed to house fires in the region.

Evidence AW1
Definitions
Illegal tobacco can take many different forms and there can be regional variations in the names that
it is given. These are the definitions that are generally understood by health and enforcement
partners:
Cigarettes
‘Illicit white’ cigarettes have no legal market in the UK. UK duty has not been paid and the
appropriate health warnings and images may not be present.
Counterfeit cigarettes are illegally manufactured and sold by a party other than the original
trademark or copyright holder. This can also include the counterfeiting of illicit whites.
Non-Duty are genuine cigarettes produced legitimately for a local market. This includes UK and nonUK brands. They have the correct health warnings and images for the intended market (rarely in
English) and are intended for legal open sale. This may include cigarettes intended for sale in
another country that have been smuggled into the UK or duty free cigarettes being illegally sold,
rather than kept for personal use.
Hand-rolling tobacco
Non-UK hand-rolling tobacco brands are not intended for sale in the UK.
Counterfeit hand-rolling tobacco is, like cigarettes, illegally manufactured and sold by a party other
than the original trademark or copyright owner. It can also include the counterfeiting of non-UK
products.
Genuine or UK hand-rolling tobacco brands include products intended for both the UK and non-UK
markets.
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Photographs of counter area of Polski Mini Market
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Evidence AW5

Photographs of toilet at rear of Polski Mini Market
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Evidence AW6

Summary of interview under caution with Behrooz AWLA on 14 October 2014
Mr AWLA has owned Polski Mini Market for 14-15 months, prior to that he worked there as an
employee
The biggest sellers in the shop are beers and drinks
The premises are open from 8am – 11pm
The hidden compartments were there when he took over the shop. The one in the toilet was sealed
and he unsealed it and started using it when he took over the shop
He buys sleeves of illicit cigarettes from people who visit his shop; they have brought them in from
trips abroad
He buys them for £18-£20 per sleeve (200 cigarettes)
He sells the tobacco for £2.50 a pack (20 cigarettes) or £4-£6 per 50g pouch of hand rolling tobacco
and on average sells 2-3 sleeves a week and 2-3 pouches a week
He claims that the illicit tobacco Trading Standards seized was obtained over a period of 4-5 months
He has been selling illicit tobacco on and off since he took over the shop

